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SIMs planted by IB helped nail Pakistan's role in 26/11
Mumbai attacks
TNN | Nov 27, 2013, 04.37AM IST
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NEW DELHI: Months before the Lashkar marauders struck
Mumbai, the counter-terrorism wing of the Intelligence Bureau
(IB) had been tipped off about a plan by the jihadi group to
procure Indian mobiles. The counterterrorism wing decided to
play along, and working with an IG of Jammu & Kashmir,
decided to plant some of their own SIMs in the bunch that
Lashkar contacts had obtained, by providing fake addresses, for
their masters across the border.
The idea was to gather leads on Lashkar's plots, and the trick
worked fabulously and was crucial in identifying Pakistani
fingerprints on the Mumbai attack. In the initial hours, when
there was utter confusion about the identity of the attackers, the
number that IB had managed to plant gave Indian agencies the
first idea that the gunmen rampaging across Mumbai were part
of a Lashkar-ISI plot to bleed the city.

The IB people listening into the conversation
through the planted number also found that the
Lashkar operative who was with Ajmal Kasab
was referred to as Ismail Bhai by the handlers in
the Karachi control room.

The agencies were groping in the dark when one of the attackers activated the number +91
9910719424 to get in touch with his handler. Being a Bharti Airtel connection, it caught the
attention of IB's counterterror wing. A quick check of the data bank turned up the surprise: it was
among the numbers which was planted by the IB.
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The finding confirmed that the city had been subjected to a Lashkar-ISI attack. The IB people
listening into the conversation through the number also found that the Lashkar operative who was
with Ajmal Kasab was referred to as Ismail Bhai by the handlers in the Karachi control room.
The monitoring of the number also threw up the fact that they had come via the sea route and had
landed at Badhwar Park, as well as the anger and disappointment of the handlers with Ismail Bhai
for having left the GPS device in the inflatable dingy which they took to reach the coast.
The discovery of the GPS device, which was supposed to have been destroyed and consigned to the
sea as soon as the gang neared Mumbai, proved critical in establishing that they had started from
Karachi: all so critical for nailing Pakistan's lie that its agencies had nothing to do with the attack.
The number also helped police ascertain the location of another group of gunmen.
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The significance of the SIM matches that of the lucky catch of Ajmal Kasab. But for these two
facts, India would have had little to establish the complicity of Pakistan's state actors in the attack.
The ISI and Lashkar had conspired to pass off the attackers, all of them determined to get killed
after massacring innocents, as Indians. Fake identity cards introducing them as students of
engineering colleges in Karnataka had been arranged, while the attackers had tied saffron threads
to their wrists.
The statements made by some politicians who suspected the attack to be a Hindutva conspiracy to
eliminate the then chief of Maharashtra ATS showed that they would have got away with it.
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In their freshly-released book 'The Siege', Adrian Levy and Cathy Scott-Clark mention the
importance of +91 9910719424. However, they say the number was traced by a western
intelligence agency: a claim which has Indian agencies bristling with resentment.
Stay updated on the go with Times of India News App. Click here to download it for your device.
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T0I is making TERRORISTS more Smarter for future attack..... This report should not be a
News in 1st place !!!
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I see you point but if they can read English then they wouldn't be terrorist...isn't it?
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This is f.a.k.e new.s ... zzionist media is not telling about the Israeli Diamond Mafia involved
in terrorist activities in India. Hemant Karkare found this connection which led to his death
on 2 6 - 1 1 evening...Not only that many diamond traders died during 2 6 1 1 terror blast
NOT covered by the zzionist media ... instead they are blaming just on Pakistan. The only
Paki connection is Headley and Kasab. Headley was a CIA double agent who had
conversations with terrosists not revealed by the US and is now sentenced to 35 year jail
for safety reasons. And this is the reason why US is not extraditing him to India because it
will reveal CIA connection in the blast.
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Madrasa educating system brainwashes and hypnotizes young boys into dogma that either
includes hatred, or can easily be turned into hatred, by pushing a few buttons. It denies
them job skills for the modern era, thereby expanding the available pool of jihad
mercenaries for hire.
When Islam is in a minority and brute force power is not advisable, the Al-Taqiyah doctrine
legitimizes deception, if done for the larger cause of Dar-ul-Islam.
All this has built a neurosis and hatred for others. There is also hatred for modernity, seeing
it as evil. When the 'Kafirs' start to win economically or politically, the 'Jihadi Orthodoxy'
preaches that Muslims are not doing a good enough job on behalf of Allah, and must get
re-energized to fight the Dar-ul-Harb. This is incessant Jihad. Such a powder keg blows up
under the right conditions of stress.
This "official ideology" led to the creation of Pakistan in 1947.
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Katuas as a mass have never worked for national interest - only P**lim interest
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Even after exposing Pakistan many and many time , what had the Indian Government done
to punish the real guilty of 26/11 ?
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according a new book there were 20 warnings given to officials of an impending attack by
katue terrorists. WHAT DID THE KHANGRESS GOVT DO??????
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sure khangress politicians has some hand in it.
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KHANGRESS IS RULED BY ANTI NATIONAL SUNNI CLAN OF KHANS
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Our government is busy fighting within itself. Who cares about national security? They want
to be in power when the country falls apart.............................
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Recently Angola banned Islam in their country.
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This piece of news must have come from the Talmudic press Agency because the
Angolan Foreign mINISTER AND THE ANGOLAN EMBASSY HAVE FLAT OUT
DENIED THIS KOSHER RUMOUR -----------“The Republic of Angola … it’s a country
that does not interfere in religion,” the official said via telephone Monday afternoon.
“We have a lot of religions there. It is freedom of religion. We have Catholic,
Protestants, Baptists, Muslims and evangelical people.”
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wow, there is still hope for humanity.
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The congress politicians were hell bent on RSS targeting the chief of ATS Maharashtra has
once again proven wrong
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IB should note disclose all the tricks to public domain.
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Then WHY THE HELL THIS STUPID IB could not prevent the 26/11 Attacks ? Where they
SLEEPING OR NOT WORRIED ABOUT SUCH A SLAUGHTER ??
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Our IB may be great But Our congress govt appeasing islam for vote bank will make india
lose and IB ineffective . 1/3 india lost to none but hindus convert to islam who now worship
saudis and saudi want all convert to destroy own nation and own root culture. Foolish
convert are just doing that. Punjabis hindus in india v/s punjabi muslim in pakistan what a
difference in two just because of one book following written in 7 th century .
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No use, all this now ? Pakistan will not agree to all this as PROOF, and India cannot take
any action. Just shouting from Roof Top will not help in this matter anymore, as we know
what kind of enemy we are dealing with? WORLD SALUTES THE BRAVE ......
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Now it is proven beyond any reasonable doubt that there is more to what we Indians are
told by the Government about 9/11. No Government in the world, who claims to have loads
of evidence against Pakistan killing 100s of our Indian brothers and sisters on 26/11, will
keep quite and not attack Pakistan! Either all the evidences are fake/inadmissible (which
means not Pakistan but some "others" were involved) or we Indians are ruled by an
IMPOTENT Government, which is further ruled by those "others".
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This is fake story by Congress. Indian IB, CBI and RAW all work for Congress but not for
Country.
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How did a SIM card handed out by IB to INDIAN INFORMERS land with PAKISTANI
TERRORISTS Its BS stories like these or facts like these (whichever way you want to look
at it ) that make India look utterly ridiculous in international forum
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Politics makes it easy! it was said that pakistan had a double agent! And we never
knew anything as things happened under our nose!
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such so called evidence is not admissible even under the indian evidence act. india is
always interested in taking political mileage instead of tracking the real culprits. it is habit of
india to blame Pakistan even before start of investigation. it is only anti Pakistan attitude.
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this actually shows involvement of pakistan! it is not anti-pakistan, it is the anti-terrorist
attitude. WE have found links! Go home paki! check the facts, read carefully!
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do you mean the TO1 is accurate in reporting or the article is true as it is? if this IB had
planted SIM's then they must have been tapping the lines or knowing the locations and
enen knowing thier contacted and recived call nos, so on and so forth, and still they
were clue less till 257 people murdered? stop fooling around you white elephats, in the
name of security you guys are not answerable to citizens or courts and we cannot
book a case against you for failing to perform your duties. afther your failures, you give
us some bullshitt that too after so long????? you guys are good for nothing. where is
the politics here? if there is ny room for politics it is by our politicians collaborating with
OOur IB stoogies to make some false stories to give wrong impression for thier
opponennts. like what MOdi did in Ishrat case.
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TOI cannot post false news here about this because all info has been leaked in a
book! All our security officials had information, the top heads had the info. but did
nothing as the politicians asked them not to and delayed it. They never took
preventive action. Also, regarding the sim, it can be tracked but according to the
book: "The Siege", pakistan had a double agent and even i feel that without a double
agent and without sources and people in india who support those terrorist
movements, you cannot execute plans to this perfection. IB/CBI etc.. were
backstabbed and all our plans and maps were available to the terrorists. Easily
executed! They dint face any problem in their execution!
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If this article is based on facts, then real culprits are 1) the investigating agencies 2) the
locals which provided very infrastructure to perpetrate attack 3) the so called secular party
which is biased towards a particular community being their indisputable vote bank and last
but not least 4) what exactly the existing Govt is doing if they are having so much proofs at
their disposal.
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Our govt. is totally handicapped and that's why they are not taking any action even
after having so many proofs.
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The govt is interested in appeasement of a community, nothing more
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Intelligence Bureau has done a good job, looking at the meager budget they operate with.
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26/11 was planned by sonia and ISI to create hindu terror. Sonia worked for ISI before
marriage in London
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But IB utterly failed to predict the attack in advance.
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other reasons also
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What is the use ? Since India is a weak Nation , unlike US , it can not take acrion against
Pakistan for any crime, whatsoever, howsoever and / or in any other manner , it had
committed aganist our nation or it is commiting aganist our nation or it will commit in future
!!! It it is utter waste to blame pakistan unless we take strong action at the ground like
Madam Indira Gandhi .
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Good that the IB tried to get some info and they did succeed to get some. But fact is that
they could not prevent the attack. Next time onward we would expect IB to prevent such
attacks.
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Hindus East Bengal were supporters of our Freedom movement and nationalist to core but
were left at the mercy of Islamists and Congress Mafia.
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And the Chthiya Doggy singh was seen releasing the book 26/11 RSS ki Saazish... bl00dy
traiter
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